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A Big Mystery Involving The Origin Of 4/20 Has
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How a Coast Guardsman and a treasure map inspired every stoner’s favorite
holiday.
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SAN FRANCISCO — Four decades after a group of California high schoolers coined
the term 420, one of the holiday’s biggest mysteries has been solved.
Every April 20, stoners flock to places like San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park or the
University of Colorado, Boulder, to celebrate the high holiday. There are many myths
about why 420 became the stoner code of choice. Some (falsely) claim it’s because
there are 420 chemicals in THC, marijuana’s psychoactive compound. Other popular
origin stories link the date to Adolf Hitler’s birthday, the police code for marijuana
possession or the date of Bob Marley’s death (which was actually May 11).
The real story, however, probably goes back to a group of high school friends in
Northern California’s Marin County. Of course, nobody can definitively prove they
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were the first person to use the term 420 to refer to weed. But what these friends can
show is almost as good: They have tangible evidence they were using the term earlier
than anybody else can show, and they have a plausible story, with evidence behind it,
to explain how they coined the term. That doesn’t necessarily mean that somebody
didn’t use it earlier, as some have attempted to claim, but so far no evidence backs up
the alternate explanations.
In 1971, a small circle of San Rafael High School students known as the Waldos
(named, they say, for the wall where they’d hang out by the school), heard that a
Coast Guard service member stationed at nearby Point Reyes had been tending a
secret pot crop that he could no longer take care of. Armed with a treasure map drawn
by the Coast Guardsman himself, the friends would meet after school — at 4:20 p.m.
— to try to find the stash.
Week after week, the Waldos would meet at the school’s statue of Louis Pasteur,
smoke a little pot, hop in Waldo Steve Capper’s car and make the 40-minute trip out to
Point Reyes. They never did find the crop, but 420-Louis, and then just 420, became
the group’s codeword for weed, something the friends could say in front of parents or
teachers who weren’t in the know. The term slowly but surely spread beyond Marin,
thanks in part to the Waldos’ ties to the Grateful Dead.
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Read more on the Waldos and the story behind 420 here.
The Waldos, who revealed their identities to The Huffington Post in 2012, have enjoyed
the minor fame that comes with inventing a counterculture holiday. Their story has
appeared everywhere from High Times to the New York Times. They sell “420 Waldos”
branded clothing on their website. Lagunitas Brewing Company even named a beer
after the clique.
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But the recent attacks on their story by skeptics or people claiming to have used the
term earlier has galvanized members of the group to find a piece of evidence that had
long eluded them. If they could find the Coast Guardsman who drafted the original
weed treasure map, Capper reasoned, who could doubt them anymore?
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Gary Newman was stationed at Point Reyes when he drew the treasure map to his secret grow spot.
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But finding him was easier said than done. The friend who had initially given the
Waldos the treasure map died in the 1980s. The Waldos also found the stigma
surrounding cannabis use made it difficult to cold call people who might have had ties
to the illegal grow spot.
Other leads were similarly fruitless. A tip from a HuffPost reader led the Waldos to a
different Coast Guardsman once stationed at Point Reyes. Requests for help from the
Coast Guardsman’s ex-wife went nowhere. Public records searches dug up a few
clues, but nothing ultimately useful.
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In 2014, the Waldos managed to track down some critical information, including the
Coast Guardsman’s full name — Gary Newman — and place of birth. That information
led them to San Jose, where some clever tactics involving a P.O. box got them closer
than ever to their man. Capper even spoke to him on the phone, confirming he
remembered everything from his Coast Guard days.
But meeting up with him in person proved to be just as difficult as finding him in the
first place. Capper eventually decided to hire a private investigator, who was able to
track him down in one of San Jose’s homeless encampments earlier this year. After
several failed attempts at meeting up, the Waldos found a window of
opportunity. Super Bowl 50 was about to be played in nearby Santa Clara, and the city
planned to clear out homeless encampments ahead of the big game. The Waldos
offered to put Newman up at a motel until the game was over so it would be easier for
him to meet them and talk about his time in Point Reyes.
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The Waldos pose with Newman, third from the right, outside a motel in San Jose.

After six years of searching, the Waldos finally came face to face with Newman in
February 2016. Now 68 years old, Newman enlisted in the Coast Guard in 1967. While
stationed at Point Reyes, Newman took care of the historic lighthouse. He had planted
the now-famous pot crop on a patch of federal land near the lighthouse, and
maintained the crop even after leaving active duty and joining the Coast Guard
Reserves.
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But in the fall of 1971, Newman grew nervous about getting caught. So, he drew up the
treasure map and gave it to his brothers-in-law, Bill and Pat McNulty. Bill shared the
map with Steve Capper, and the rest is history. Newman, meanwhile, never knew he
was the inspiration for 420.
Following the motel meeting, the Waldos and Newman took a trip up to the Point Reyes
lighthouse, where Newman reminisced about his time in the Coast Guard.
“It was like having a meeting with an old friend you never knew,” said Dave Reddix,
one of the Waldos.
Finding Newman has given the Waldos the last piece of evidence they needed to verify
their 420 origin story.
“We really wanted to find this guy,” said Reddix. “We wanted to slam the door shut on
those trolls who said this is all a bunch of malarkey.”
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Vote Bernie to end the drug war.
Like · Reply ·

80 · Apr 20, 2016 8:03am

Laulei De La Rosa
What happened to the now homeless former coast guard member? What
happened to him after a couple days in the hotel? Someone needs to make
a 420 fund for him and sell shirts to help him.
Like · Reply ·

29 · Apr 20, 2016 7:14pm

Juli Oates · Professional housesitter at Your House
You first
Like · Reply ·

2 · Apr 21, 2016 4:40am

Phill Sawyer · San Francisco, California
Juli Oates - Always the perfect reply. Sometimes I luck out and
remember it before I say something idiotic...
Like · Reply · Apr 21, 2016 6:13am

Phil Newton · Wordsmith at Self-Employed
I went to school nearby at Tamalpais High.
There was pot growing in the rain gutters in 71/72
Those were the days....
Like · Reply ·

16 · Apr 20, 2016 9:36pm · Edited

Kyle O'Connor · Works at TigerKick
Those days are still here.
Like · Reply · Apr 20, 2016 9:27pm

Nellie Kubay Merola · Pembroke Pines, Florida
I visited a college buddy one summer in the early 70's... he lived in
Iowa.. It grew wild, everywhere...and no one there really knew what
it was.. It was really growing in large patches along the railroad
tracks... and no one knew.... and they say ignorance is bliss!
Like · Reply ·

3 · Apr 21, 2016 4:41am

Will Martin · Southeastern Massachusetts University
Point Reyes is also where Janis Joplin's ashes were sprinkled.. ' wonder if
that helped the crop in any way...
Like · Reply ·

25 · Apr 20, 2016 7:45am

Gary Marley · Bellevue College
We used the term Saftey Meeting in our smalll community when on a
construction job only to find out the term was also used in Canada.
Like · Reply ·

21 · Apr 20, 2016 10:35am

Brian Kelly
We used the same term at a cab company I worked for. The
dispatcher would tell us to come to the office for a safety meeting
over the radio.
Like · Reply ·

7 · Apr 20, 2016 12:09pm

Jose Hoz Joven · Works at Retired
Sharpening fish hooks in Minnesota
Like · Reply ·

3 · Apr 20, 2016 3:46pm

Wendy Frost · Senior Pre-Press Artist at Britten Studios
"Safety Meeting" was both a real call for a mandatory FAA/USPA
safety training, AND a code word to get baked with friends in the
skydiving community.
Or so I've heard.
Like · Reply ·

2 · Apr 20, 2016 6:37pm
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People smoke weed! What's the big secret? Penalizing to balance your
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People smoke weed! What's the big secret? Penalizing to balance your
budget? How about appling a tax instead of funding the worst corporation in
america The Prision Corporation of America. Granted their are some people
who belong in jail however locking any and everyone up to balance the
budget is counter productive.
Like · Reply ·

15 · Apr 20, 2016 3:43pm

Buck Caldwell · St. Louis
In 1966, five years before the events claimed by this group, Bob Dylan
released an album whose first track was titled "Rainy Day Women #12 &
35". It is more commonly known by part of its refrain: "Everybody must get
stoned."
If you multiply 12 by 35, guess what number you get?
Like · Reply ·

6 · Apr 20, 2016 7:08pm

Tom Salicos · Portland, Oregon
"Stone you" means people will attack you for what you do. Lots of
examples in the song, but it's not about drugs.
Like · Reply ·

4 · Apr 20, 2016 8:02pm

Buck Caldwell · St. Louis
Tom Salicos I know what HE intended the song to say. Doesn't
mean that's the same meaning others applied to it.
Like · Reply ·

1 · Apr 20, 2016 8:16pm

Phil Rodgers · Nowhere, Oklahoma
OMG Buck Caldwell I am massive Bob & pot fan and never realised
this - thanks!
Like · Reply · Apr 21, 2016 5:06pm
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Phil Mcdonald · Poustinik
we hereby canonize saint gary newman by acclamation and make his feast
day april 20 throughout the universe.he's the patron saint of survival(and
stoners of course).saint gary newman pray for us.unrelated story from back
in the day:in those daze
a certain benedictine abbey in the united states ran a men's college and
seminary.420 grew wild in pastures and on railroad embankments nearby
and the boys"harvested"(the word my source used) and used the holy
sacrament.meanwhile some of the monks in the cloister were experimenting
with LSD.each side knew what the other was doing so they had a balance of
terror and no one said anything.
Like · Reply ·

4 · Apr 21, 2016 5:04am

Nicole Housmans
You can tell they aren't stoners anymore. That was a lot of work to find that
guy. Way more labor intensive than smoking a bowl and eating cheetos.
Like · Reply ·

5 · Apr 20, 2016 6:45pm

Tracy Rich
har har.
Like · Reply · Apr 20, 2016 7:54pm

Sarah Zimmerle · Mission Viejo, California
They could be, if their use is occasional rather than constant
Like · Reply · Apr 22, 2016 8:08am

Charlie Flagiello
I read it originated from early Viking settlements. Something about smoke
houses being 420 sq feet. Happy Earth Day!
Like · Reply ·

2 · Apr 20, 2016 3:27pm
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